Profile® CoverGrow™ Technical Data

COMPOSITION
Wood Fiber 37%
Cellulose Fiber 58%
Tackifier 5%
(Seed not included)

INSTALLATION
Hydroseeding:
Strictly comply with manufacturer’s installation instructions and recommendations. Use approved hydro-spraying machines. Do not exceed maximum slope length of 35 feet (11 m) when slope gradients are steeper than 4H to 1V.
Add 60 pounds (27 kg) per 100 gallons (379 L) of water along with seed when hydroseeding; confirm loading rates with equipment manufacturer.

Slope Gradient/Condition Rate
Flat to 5H:1V Slopes 1500 lb/ac (1680 kg/ha)
5H:1V to 4H:1V Slopes 2500 lb/ac (2800 kg/ha)
3H:1V Slopes 3000 lb/ac (3360 kg/ha)

Broadcast Spreading:
Strictly comply with manufacturer’s installation instructions and recommendations. Prepare or rake the soil, spread the seed and apply CoverGrow. Recommend 36’ drop spreader with a fixed rate plate. You may also spread by hand for spot or patch seeding. Do not exceed maximum slope length of 25 feet (7.6 m) when slope gradients are steeper than 4H to 1V.

Slope Gradient/Condition Rate
Flat to 5H:1V Slopes 50 lb/1000 sq ft (22.7 kg/93 sq m)
5H:1V to 4H:1V Slopes 75 lb/1000 sq ft (34 kg/93 sq m)

PACKAGING
40-lb bags (18 kg)
48 bags per pallet

CoverGrow™ quickly and easily establishes vegetation no matter what your application method. It’s the perfect solution for bare spots, dead patches, irregular shaped areas and roadside strips.